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COVID-19 Resources
[image: COVID-19 Resources] LISC Detroit continues to support Detroit communities and neighborhoods during this unprecedented time. As the COVID-19 pandemic unfolds, LISC is taking action to ensure that we continue to support the people and places where we work. Visit our national website to learn more about the LISC COVID-19 response.
    [...]

LISC Small Business Relief Grants
[image: LISC Small Business Relief Grants] We will support small businesses and enterprises affected the Covid-19 across the country, especially those in underserved communities, including entrepreneurs of color, women- and veteran-owned businesses that often lack access to flexible, affordable capital.
                                To find out more about the grants and application, please visit our National website.
    [...]


Supporting Detroit's Neighborhoods


        Detroit LISC has invested more than $200 million to build strong communities where people have an opportunity to thrive
        [...]



Equitable Impact Investment Fund


        Our Equitable Investment Strategy will ensure that all residents can participate in and benefit from decisions that shape Detroit's neighborhoods.
        [...]



City of Detroit 0% Interest Home Repair Loan Program


        Interested in a City of Detroit 0% Interest Home Repair Loan? Visit www.detroithomeloans.org to find out how to apply!
        [...]






Investing with a larger vision

Our work to build stronger, more sustainable communities is guided by a larger vision of community development. Since 1990, we have invested more than $200 million in Detroit's neighborhoods to create good places to live, do business, and play. The key to our success has been our expanded vision of community development.
The projects we invest in are creating jobs, making communities safer, providing new educational opportunities, and helping families enter the economic mainstream of American life. They are creating new hope in neighborhoods where hope and opportunities have been in short supply for far too long.
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Verizon Small Business Digital ReadyThis online curriculum provides resources & support for small business owners
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Financial ProductsDetroit LISC works with nonprofit and for-profit developers to enhance Detroit's neighborhoods
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Stay ConnectedFollow us on Twitter to stay up to date on our latest news, events and programs.




Our Stories
[image: None]
4.01.2024
            
              
                -
                
                  Press ReleasesDetroit Justice Center Expands Community Land Trust Services Through New Partnership With Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)
[image: None]The Detroit Justice Center (DJC) announces a new partnership with Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) that includes grant funding to help build a thriving Community Land Trust (CLT) movement in Detroit. DJC will offer a technical assistance and capacity-building delivery system for Detroit’s CLTs that will support residents in bringing their visions for their neighborhoods to life, including establishing mixed-income neighborhoods with density and permanent affordability, eliminating gentrification and revitalizing economic corridors in Detroit’s neighborhoods.
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12.21.2023
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                  Press ReleasesLocal Initiatives Support Corporation announces Detroit 0% Home Loan Program with $2 million investment from Flagstar Bank to protect homeowners, support local growth
[image: None]Flagstar Bank will lead the private-sector funding for the Detroit 0% Home Repair Program, a collaboration with the City of Detroit and the nonprofit, LISC. To date, the program has delivered $14 million in financing to help more than 750 households improve the health and safety of their homes.
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From National LISC:
11.28.2023
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                  Press ReleasesThe DICK’S Sporting Goods Foundation and LISC Award $1.275 Million to Upgrade Under-Resourced Community Sporting Spaces in 14 Cities and Towns
[image: None]Every community deserves safe, quality sports facilities where youth and their families can play and socialize. Thanks to the Game On-Community Places to Play Initiative, a partnership of LISC and The DICK’S Sporting Goods Foundation, under-resourced neighborhoods in 14 cities and towns now have funding to improve their local youth sports facilities.
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From National LISC:
3.01.2023
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                  Press ReleasesLISC Announces 50 Small Business Grants Through The Coramino Fund, a Partnership With Kevin Hart’s Gran Coramino® Tequila
[image: None]How cool is this? Today we announce the 50 Black and Latinx-owned small businesses that received $10,000 grants from The Coramino Fund, a grant program of LISC and Kevin Hart’s Gran Coramino™ Tequila. The program provides vital resources to entrepreneurs who have historically faced racial barriers to capital that have limited their ability to grow. LISC Detroit is proud to see four Michigan based companies named as grantees! Congratulations to Not Sorry Goods (Ferndale, MI), The Social Loft (Hamtramck, MI), Soldadera Coffee LLC (Grand Rapids, MI) and Sweet On U LLC (Jackson, MI).
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From National LISC:
12.15.2022
            
              
                -
                
                  LISC StoriesLISC + Ally Financial Bring Financial Coaching to Fuel Homeownership and Entrepreneurship
[image: None]Three years ago LISC launched a program with Ally Financial to integrate financial coaching into existing services for aspiring homeowners and entrepreneurs in four cities, including Detroit. The program, which wrapped up the fall of 2022, achieved strong results despite the health and economic challenges brought on by the pandemic. In this piece, we look back at what our collaboration with Ally has accomplished and share stories about its impact on people and communities.
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